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Testing Tiger 1 + 2 - Bundle

Cat-Nr: TESTINGTIGER

Testing Tiger 1 + 2 - Bundle

Artikel info:-

The fightplace youngster team got an addition to the family.
He&acute;s called Tiger and quite big and sturdy for his
nearly 16 years. We guess he&acute;ll become a good fighter
in the team. In part one he challenges Bubu for his debut
fight. Bubu who developed well is quite amused and really
looking forward to this fight. Tiger is a sight taller and heavier
than Bubu who has a lot of weight to handle when trying to
bring the newbie on the ground. But Bubu knows ingenious
tricks and his scissors are brutal. Tiger can&acute;t stand
against that. He tries to prevent Bubus victory for 50 minutes
in a sometimes clumsy but very sympathetic way. But in the
end he has to give up frustrated. But the frustration
doesn&acute;t continue for a long time. Tiger immediately
looks for a new opponent. This time it&acute;s Alfred who can
test the newbie. In the second part of &ldquo;Testing
Tiger&rdquo; they show a quite even fight. Alfred also learned
a lot and cuts a fine figure against Tiger using his scissors
sensible and showing more power. It&acute;s not easy for the
heavier Tiger dominate the blond Russian. We don&acute;t
disclose the winner of this match to retain the tension. 

Play length approx - 58 min.

Price :  39,90 EUR [incl. 21% VAT]

Options Testing Tiger 1 + 2 - Bundle :

shipping method
DVD Shipping, Download HD.

In catalog since Friday 12 April, 2013
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